USE CASE

Automate Your Conflict of Interest Process
Distribute policies and gather disclosures with PolicyTech .
Investigate further with EthicsPoint .
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Process: A Simplified COI Process
Draft, review and approve your COI policy with PolicyTech. Then define your notification cadence to automatically
send an email to the appropriate employees for review and attestation.
Employees click on the link in their email to access your COI policy. They review, mark the document as read, and
then answer a brief questionnaire to disclose any potential conflicts.
With integration between PolicyTech and EthicsPoint, disclosed potential conflicts generate a case for further
investigation. Investigate these disclosures consistently with a dedicated workflow, and be audit-ready with
detailed case history and documentation.

Benefits
Version Control
PolicyTech’s automated version control ensures employees are attesting to and disclosing in line with your latest COI policy.
Disclose Anytime
Employees can revisit your COI policy and resubmit the questionnaire anytime throughout the year if and when new potential
conflicts arise.
Audit-Ready Reporting
Run ad-hoc reports to know who has attested to your COI policy and disclosed a conflict of interest.
Investigation & Resolution
Integrate PolicyTech with EthicsPoint to dig deeper into disclosed conflicts. Workflows simplify investigations, and two-way
communication captures a clear audit trail of activities and documentation.
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